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Abstract
This dissertation studies behavioural equivalences of a recent stochastic process al-

gebra PALOMA, which features primitives for both unicast and broadcast communic-

ation. PALOMA is motivated by modelling of spatially distributed systems and thus

the components are parametrised by a location which affects their capability to com-

municate with each other.

In this work we give a new agent-based semantics for PALOMA in terms of the

State to Function Labelled Transition System framework. This semantics complements

the existing population-level semantics by allowing analysis of components at the level

of individual agents.

We also propose several bisimulation-like equivalence relations with respect to iso-

metric transformations of space that allow us to compare PALOMA models with re-

spect to their relative rather than absolute locations. The properties of the equivalence

relations are studied to see whether they have the desirable property of defining a con-

gruence relation on PALOMA components. The defined bisimulations support the idea

of being able to substitute one component, perhaps with a more efficient implementa-

tion, for another within a given system even though they may not exhibit exactly the

same behaviour in arbitrary contexts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stochastic process algebras are an appealing modelling paradigm in performance and

dependability analysis of concurrent systems due to the formally defined composition-

ality which allows for describing the full system as a collection of interacting com-

ponents. When considering such formal models it is useful to know when two models

can be considered equivalent or approximate each other with respect to some observ-

able behaviour of the system. This allows for reasoning and model simplification up

to a defined equivalence relation. This project studies process equivalence in the re-

cent stochastic process algebra PALOMA (Process Algebra for Located Markovian

Agents) [9, 10].

PALOMA captures the behaviour of agents that are distributed in space. The in-

teractions of agents are affected by the relative positions of the agents in a system.

This idea reflects many modern systems where, for example, the range of communic-

ation may be limited for devices using wireless communication technologies or some

areas may be known “dead zones" from which no communication is possible. In this

project we analyse what it means for PALOMA systems to be equivalent taking into

account both their behaviour and location, and develop formal foundations so that such

equivalences can be analysed.

The stochastic process algebras, including PALOMA, take the discrete state space

view of the system and thus share the same problem as other discrete event modelling

paradigms. Namely, that for realistic models of real-life systems the size of the state

space can get too large to be computationally tractable. Thus, in the case of PALOMA

the model simplification we are interested in relates to state space reduction of the

generated mathematical model.

We will see that applying the usual notions of Markovian bisimulation for stochastic

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

process algebras to equivalence checking in PALOMA is too strong, leaving little op-

portunity for a notion of equivalence that is not isomorphism. The approach taken here

is to consider equivalence of components within the context of a given system. The

aim is to devise an equivalence that supports being able to substitute one component,

with a more efficient implementation, for another within a given system.

This dissertation makes the following contributions. Firstly, it equips the PALOMA

language with new agent-based semantics in the FuTS framework for deriving the

underlying mathematical model in the form of a continuous time Markov chain. This

gives a rigorous foundation for defining the equivalence relations. Secondly, we define

and analyse some bisimulation-like equivalences where we make use of the isometric

transformations of metric spaces in order to consider the relative rather than absolute

locations of PALOMA components.

The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we give a brief

overview of the related background material and related work.

Chapter 3 is devoted to an in-depth introduction to PALOMA and laying down

necessary formal ground-work to be used in later chapters. Firstly we will give an

overview of the PALOMA syntax and an informal description of the language syntax

features. In Section 3.2 we define conditional exit rates for components from their

syntactic definitions. Section 3.3 reproduces the agent-based operational semantics

for PALOMA in the FuTSs framework that were published in [23]. The rules give

formal underpinnings for deriving the mathematical model for evolution of PALOMA

components. The remainder of the chapter describes properties and an interpretation

of the semantic rules via examples.

In Chapter 4 we define two sub-languages of PALOMA and equip them with

bisimulation-based equivalence relations. We discuss some difficulties with extend-

ing those ideas to PALOMA.

In Chapter 5 we elaborate on our attempt to define bisimulation-like equivalence re-

lations for PALOMA that we presented in [23]. We start with a rather naive way of de-

fining a bisimulation and use examples and counter-examples to support strengthening

the condition for our definitions. The aim of this chapter is to arrive at a bisimulation

definition that gives rise to a weakened congruence relation on PALOMA component

such that we are able to swap components in a system with bisimilar ones leaving the

behaviour of the system as a whole unchanged up to the defined bisimilarity.

Finally, the findings and results are summarised in Chapter 6 with some possible

directions for further work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter is dedicated to exposition of the background material and work related to

equivalence theory of spatial stochastic process algebras.

2.1 Process algebras

Process algebras were proposed as a formal way to study concurrency in computer

science in the 1980s and are well-established in modelling and reasoning about func-

tional aspects, like reachability and deadlock behaviour, of systems. They allow relat-

ively simple high level syntactic descriptions of systems and automation of the model

construction using underlying formal semantic rules. The earlier and most well known

examples of this are CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) by Milner [21], CSP

(Communicating Sequential Processes) by Hoare [16] and ACP (Algebra of Commu-

nicating Processes) by Bergstra and Klop [2].

In general syntax of process algebras consists of a set of uninterpreted action names

and basic operators (e.g. choice) to describe processes. In addition, they usually feature

some communication combinators (e.g. parallel composition) to express concurrent

behaviour of described processes.

The stochastic process algebras, like PEPA [15] and EMPA [3], extend these ideas

by including a way to specify rates at which actions complete. Stochastic process

algebras have been used to capture performance and quality of service properties of

systems [11, 4, 26] as well as in modelling of biological system [19].

3
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2.2 Operational semantics

The semantics to the process algebras are usually given via variants of structured op-

erational semantics introduced by Plotkin in [24] which consist of rules in the form

Premise1, · · · ,Premisen
Conclusion

These sets of rules give a rigorous meaning to the operators in the language and will

allow for the construction of the mathematical model describing a system to be auto-

mated.

The operational semantic rules usually give rise to a labelled transition system

(LTS) which is a set of triples s1
a−→ s2 denoting that there is a transition labelled a

from the state s1 of the system to the state s2. The LTSs have a natural graphical

representation as labelled directed graphs. An example of a simple transition system is

given in Figure 2.1.

idle

busy

accept jobcomplete job

Figure 2.1: Simple transition system.

In the case of stochastic process algebras the labels usually include the information

about the rate parameters interpreted as the expected time needed to complete the ac-

tion. Figure 2.2 gives a simple example of a transition system for a server that in state

idle accepts jobs at rate λ and completes them at rate µ in state busy. In, PEPA for

idle

busy

accept job, λcomplete job, µ

Figure 2.2: Simple server with rates.

example, the rates λ and µ would be taken to be the parameters of exponential distri-

bution meaning that the evolution of the described system in time can be modelled as

a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC).
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2.2.1 FuTS framework

For PALOMA we are going to give the operational semantics using the FuTS (func-

tional transition systems) framework presented in [7].

In general, the transition rules in FuTSs are given as triplets s λ f where s denotes

a source state, λ the label of the transition and f the continuation function associating

a value of suitable type to each state s′. The shorthand [s1 7→ v1, · · · ,sn 7→ vn] is used

to denote a function f such that f (si) = vi for i = 1, · · ·n.

FuTS was chosen over Plotkin style structured operational semantics as the func-

tional treatment of transition rules allowed us to give more concise definitions of se-

mantic rules as many possible branches of model evolutions could be captured within

a single rule.

2.3 Spatial representation

The ways of representing in model of real-life systems will fall into one of the follow-

ing categories:

Discrete: The model will assume a number of distinct locations. The topology of the

space is given through adjacency relations. That means we can think of space

being represented by a graph (possibly directed and weighted).

Continuous: The locations are defined over a continuous space. A common example

would be three-dimensional real space R3 which can be interpreted as an exact

representation of real physical space.

From the domain of process algebras we have, for example, SpacePi [17] where

locations are defined as continuous variables in real coordinate spaces. For wireless

networks there is, for example, CWS [20] which makes no restrictions on the notion of

location that can be used. A thorough overview of spatial representations in modelling

from the point of view of collective adaptive systems can be found in [12, 13].

2.4 Bisimulation

Most process algebras allow for model comparison through some equivalence rela-

tions. These are usually based on some observational characteristic and thus the defini-
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tions one decides to give depend on how much information is assumed to be observable

for each relation.

For classic process algebras, for example, there is the notion of bisimilarity. The

observables, in this case, are taken to be actions the systems can perform. If two

systems can always match each other’s actions, then the systems are bisimilar.

For probabilistic process algebras, the situation is complicated by the addition of

information for defining a probabilistic process. A common way of defining an equi-

valence relation on stochastic process algebras is akin to probabilistic bisimulation

defined by Larsen and Skou in [18]. This idea relies, again, on considering actions

as observables but also takes into account the probability or rate associated with each

action. The described equivalence relations are not the only possible ones – different

ways of defining observable behaviour will give rise to different equivalence relations.

The equivalence relations that are of particular interest are the ones that are also

congruence relations – meaning that they are preserved by the operators of the lan-

guage. An equivalence relation ≡ is a congruence relation of a process algebra if for

any P ≡ Q and K ≡ L, one has P ?K ≡ Q ? L, where ? is any binary relation of the

algebra. This way one can consider observationally equivalent models by swapping in

equivalent subsystems.

2.5 PALOMA

The process algebra under study in this project was PALOMA which belongs to the

class of stochastic process algebras motivated by modelling of collective adaptive sys-

tems. In PALOMA the location is considered a primary feature of an agent which

allows us to explicitly describe the spatial structure of a system. The model descrip-

tions assume a discrete set of locations and each agent in the system is parametrised

by a single location which can change in time. The spatial structure affects how com-

ponents interact with each other.

Unlike CSP and PEPA, PALOMA does not feature direct communication or co-

operation between agents. Instead, components affect each other’s behaviour via message-

passing through broadcast and unicast communication. Population-level operational

semantics which give rise to a continuous-time Markov chain on the population counts

of components at each defined location were presented in [10]. These semantics facil-

itate analysis through fluid approximations of the behaviour of systems.
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2.6 Related work

There exist several process algebras targeting broadcasting communication systems,

for example A Process Algebra for Wireless Mesh Networks introduced by Fehkner,

et al. in [8] and Calculus of Broadcasting Systems (CBS) introduced by Prasad in [25].

CBS, for example, is a CCS-like process algebra where communication between

agents happens through broadcasting – an agent can broadcast a message and every

node instantaneously hears the message. Multicasting and point-to-point communic-

ation is achieved by adding a list of intended recipients to the broadcast message.

Even though the agents in the system do not have explicit physical locations, the local

communication is achieved through specifying which message can be heard by which

agents. In [25] the author considered strong bisimulation and testing equivalence for

CBS while [14] gives a thorough treatment of bisimulation equivalences of CBS. The

broadcast-only sublanguage of PALOMA could be seen as a stochastic extension of

CBS.

SpacePi [17] is an extension of π-calculus that takes its motivation from systems

biology and deals with spatial dependecy of interactions. Similarly to the Real Space

Process Algebra [1], in order to be able to describe continuous movement in space,

SpacePi adds the explicit notion of time to the language. This means that the un-

derlying mathematical model is very different to PALOMA where time is expressed

implicity through exponentially distributed rates of actions.

Another example of a recent π-calculus based process algebra is 3π proposed in [5]

where evolutions of geometric structures can be described. The dynamic geometric

behaviour of processes in 3π is expressed through affine transformations. The equival-

ence theory for 3π , developed in [5], states that all processes in 3π remain equivalent

under rigid body transformations. In the current dissertation a similar idea is studied

from the perspective of the stochastic process algebra PALOMA.

There has not been much work in terms of equational theory in the framework

of stochastic process algebras characterised by explicit spatial structure. Unicast and

broadcast communication primitives provide a natural basis where dependencies of

communication on spatial structure can be studied.



Chapter 3

Process algebra for located Markovian
agents

In this chapter we give an introduction to PALOMA as described in [9, 10]. The

new agent-based semantic rules will be presented in Section 3.3 for generating the

continuous-time Markov chain model. Section 3.2 will be spent on defining condi-

tional exit rates straight from the syntax to serve as the basis for the equivalence rela-

tions in Chapter 5.

The syntactic constructs in PALOMA are motivated by modelling, for example,

scenarios of disease spread, performance of bike sharing systems, and wireless sensor

networks. As already mentioned, PALOMA has primitives for both broadcast and

unicast communication. The broadcast communication works as one would expect:

the same message is sent to everyone within range.

The motivation for unicast is to allow modelling of contention for resources. For

example, if there is a driver looking for a parking spot then, even though there may

be several places available, he is going use just one of them. This can be modelled in

PALOMA by taking the available parking spots to be unicast receivers and the driver, a

unicast transmitter. Each parking spot would be given a weight representing whether it

is preferred to others in the range and thus the competition between otherwise identical

spots can be solved probabilistically. Successful unicast communication between a

parking spot and a driver would represent the driver having parked the car.

8
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3.1 Informal description

The spatial distribution of agents is a key feature of PALOMA models and we assume

that there exists a finite set of locations, denoted Loc, and all agent expressions in

PALOMA are parametrised by a location ` ∈ Loc, indicating the current location of

the agent.

The grammar of the language is as follows:

π ::= !!(α,r)@IR{ #»

` } | ??(α, p)@Wt{w} | !(α,r)@IR{ #»

` } | ?(α, p)@Pr{q} | (α,r)

S(`) ::= π.S′(`′) | S1(`)+S2(`) | C

P ::= S(`) | P‖P

The two-level grammar, defines individual agents S(`), whose behaviours are specified

by the actions they can undertake, with possible alternatives, and model components P,

which are comprised of parallel compositions of agents. The behaviour of individual

agents are given by actions of five distinct types:

Unicast output !!(α,r)@IR{ #»

` }: Unicast is for point-to-point communication between

a pair of agents and is included in the language to model contention for resources

in systems. Each unicast output message has a label, α , and a rate r, that determ-

ines the rate at which the output is performed. The message is sent to locations

specified by the set
#»

` ∈ 2Loc interpreted as the influence range. Any agent loc-

ated within that range, which enables the corresponding α-labelled unicast input

action, is eligible to receive the action — that is, the label α is used to identify

agents that can communicate with each other. Unicast actions are blocking mean-

ing that the sending agent can only proceed when there is an eligible receiver.

Unicast input ??(α, p)@Wt{w}: Each eligible receiver of a unicast message α must

be located within the specified influence range, and each will have an associ-

ated weight w. The weights are used to define a probability distribution over the

eligible receivers, i.e. if there are i potential receivers, each with weight wi and

W = ∑i wi then the probability that the jth agent receives the message is w j/W .

Once the message is received the receiving agent may or may not act on the mes-

sage (reflecting message failure, corruption etc.) with the specified probability

p i.e. with probability 1− p the agent will not act on the message received. If

this occurs then the message is lost — it is not the case that it is subsequently

assigned to one of the other eligible receivers.
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Broadcast output !(α,r)@IR{ #»

` }: As its name suggests, a broadcast action allows

its sender to influence multiple other agents. As with the unicast output action,

a broadcast output message labelled α is sent with a specified influence range
#»

` and at a specified rate r. All agents with broadcast input prefix on label α

located within that range may receive the message. Moreover, the output pro-

ceeds regardless of whether there are any eligible receivers so broadcast output

is non-blocking for the sender.

Broadcast input ?(α, p)@Pr{q}: Each eligible receiver of a broadcast message α

must be located within the specified input range. Each such agent has a like-

lihood of receiving the message, recorded in the probability q. For example,

agents closer to the sender may be more likely to receive the message. Each

agent independently decides whether the broadcast is received or not (Bernoulli

trials). As with unicast input, the receiving agent may or may not act on the mes-

sage with the specified probability p i.e. with probability 1− p the agent will not

act on the message received.

Spontaneous action (α,r): These actions do not represent a communication but rather

an individual action by the agent which may change the state of the agent, for

example, its location. These can also be thought of as broadcast output actions

whose influence range is the empty set.

The additional combinators given in the definition of the syntax are used to com-

bine actions to define behaviours of processes. The following combinators are defined

for PALOMA:

Prefix Provides a mechanism for describing ordered behaviour of a sequential com-

ponent. The notation (α,r).S(`) says that after the component has performed

the spontaneous action labelled α with expected rate r it continues behaving as

component S(`).

Choice The component S1(`)+ S2(`) describes a system which can behave as either

S1(`) or S2(`). The choice is resolved by the race policy — the choice expression

is going to behave as the first component to complete its actions while the other

component in the expression is discarded.

Parallel The parallel composition P‖Q denotes that P and Q are acting concurrently.

PALOMA does not feature co-operation between components — interaction
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between component happens through message passing via actions described pre-

viously.

Constant The expression X def
= P gives the constant X the behaviour of process P.

All rates are assumed to be parameters of exponential distributions, meaning that

the underlying stochastic model of a PALOMA model is a continuous time Markov

chain (CTMC).

Example 1. Consider agents Transmitter and Receiver such that

Receiver(`) := ??(message, p)@Wt{v}.Receiver(`)

Transmitter(`) := !!(message,r)@IR{ #»

` }.Transmitter(`)

where ` denotes the current location of the agent and
#»

` denotes a set of locations in the

range of the unicast message emitted by action message. In a system where no agent

sends a message agent Receiver does not perform any action. On the other hand if there

is a component, say Tranmitter, that outputs a message and the location of Receiver

is in the influence range of the message then Receiver performs message with a rate

dependent on the rate at which Transmitter unicasts message and the probability that

Receiver receives it. Similarly, if the component Transmitter does not have a recipient

for the message, it remains blocked and never performs an action.

Alternatively, we could consider broadcast communication instead. That is, define

the components Receiver and Transmitter in the following way:

Receiver(`) := ?(message, p)@Pr{p}.Receiver(`)

Transmitter(`) := !(message,r)@IR{ #»

` }.Transmitter(`)

The behaviour of Transmitter in this case is always the same irrespective of the context

it appears in. Here we are not going to check whether there are eligible receivers in

the system. The action !message fires at a constant rate given by the rate parameter r.

Hence, as mentioned before, the broadcast output is as treated a non-blocking action.

3.2 Conditional exit rates

Notions of equivalence in process algebras, such as bisimulation [21], are typically

based on the idea of a pair of agents each being able to match the behaviour of the

other. In the case of stochastic process algebras such as PEPA, not only the type of
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actions but also the rates at which they occur must in some sense be matched [15].

In order to make similar definitions for PALOMA we need to define some auxiliary

functions which, given a syntactic expression, extract information about the rates and

probabilities which may be exhibited by the term.

Denote the set of all sequential components of PALOMA parametrised by their

location by CS and the set of model components by C . Let the set of action labels be

defined as Lab and the set of action types as Type = {!!,??, !,?, ·}, where the inter-

pretation of the symbols is clear, corresponding to the action types discussed above.

Let Act denote the set of all actions. The actions in the set Act = Type× Lab are

defined by their label and their type. Let A be the set of all syntactically defined

actions. Define the function ΠAct : A → Act as a projection returning the label of

the action with its type, e.g. ΠAct(??(α, p)@Wt{v}) = ??α . Similarly define the

projection ΠLab : Act → Lab returning just the label of the action and the function

ΠType : Act→ Type returning the type of an action.

Denote by ΠLoc the function returning the set of locations spanned by a model

component.

ΠLoc(S1(`1)‖ · · · ‖Sn(`n)) =
n⋃

i=1

{`i}

Note that in the case of sequential components ΠLoc will result in a singleton set —

the location of the sequential component.

Suppose Sys = S1(`1)‖ · · · ‖Sn(`n) ∈ C for n ∈N+. Let the function seq return the

set of all sequential components of Sys in a set of locations L.

seq(Sys,L) = {Si(`i) |ΠLoc(Si(`i)) ∈ L}

When we consider a PALOMA component in isolation we can use the syntax to

find the potential rate, weight or probability associated with this component and a

given action. Similar functions are defined for each form of prefix.

The simplest case to deal with is the spontaneous actions without message emis-

sion.

Definition 1. For all α ∈ Lab, a,b ∈A and S(`) ∈ CS define the function sα returning
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the rate of a spontaneous action without message emission labelled α as follows.

sα((β ,r).S(`)) =

r for α = β

0 otherwise

sα(a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= ·

sα(S1(`)+S2(`))= sα(S1(`))+ sα(S2(`))

3.2.1 Context unaware definitions: unicast

From the point of view of the originator of a unicast action, the important measure is

the rate at which the action is preformed.

Definition 2. For all α ∈ Lab, a ∈ A ,
#»

` ∈ 2Loc, and S ∈ CS define the function s!!
α

returning the rate of a unicast output action labelled α as follows.

s!!
α

(
!!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`)
)
=

r for α = β

0 otherwise

s!!
α (a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= !!

s!!
α (S1(`)+S2(`)) = s!!

α(S1(`))+ s!!
α(S2(`))

Example 2. Consider the following components

Tester(`0) := (message,r).Tester(`0)

Transmitter(`0) := !!(message,r).Transmitter(`0)

Receiver(`1) := ??(message, p)@Wt{v}.Receiver(`1)

Based on these definitions we can find:

s!!
message(Tester(`0)+Transmitter(`0)) = 0+ r = r

s!!
message(Receiver(`1)) = 0

The rest of the context unaware definitions are given in a similar vein and just

extract necessary syntactic information from the component definitions.

Definition 3. For all α ∈ Lab, a ∈A , S(`) ∈ CS define the function p??
α returning the

probability of reacting to a received unicast message as

p??
α (??(β , p)@Wt{w}.S(`))=

p for α = β

0 otherwise

p??
α (a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= ??

p??
α (S1(`)+S2(`)) = p??

α (S1(`))+ p??
α (S2(`))
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Definition 4. Define the function ΠUniIR returning the set of locations in the influence

range of unicast action α . That is

ΠUniIR(!!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`),α)=


#»

` if α = β

0 otherwise

ΠUniIR(a.S(`),α) = /0 if ΠType(a) 6= !!

That is, given that a sequential component has a unicast output prefix with label α ,

the function returns the influence range of unicast message α defined in the prefix.

Otherwise, the function returns the empty set /0.

Definition 5. For all α ∈ Lab, a ∈ A , S(`) ∈ CS define the weight function in the

following way.

wα(??(β ,r)@Wt{w}.S(`))=

w for α = β

0 otherwise

wα(a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= ??

wα(S1(`)+S2(`)) = wα(S1(`))+wα(S2(`))

For all model components P = S1(`1) ‖ · · · ‖ Sn(`n) with Si(`i) ∈ CS for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(n ∈ N) define the weight function as

wα(P) =
n

∑
i=1

(wα(Si(`i)))

Similarly suppose that C is a finite set of components and define

wα(C) = ∑
S∈C

(wα(S)))

Example 3. Consider the following sequential components.

Transmitter(`0) := !!(message,r)@IR{ #»

` }.Transmitter(`0)

Receiver1(`1) := ??(message, p)@Wt{wr1}.Receiver1(`1)

Receiver2(`2) := ??(message,q)@Wt{wr2}.Receiver2(`2)

For the system given by Sys = Transmitter(`0) ‖ Receiver1(`1) ‖ Receiver2(`2) the

weight for receiving a unicast message message is calculated as

wmessage(Sys) = wmessage(Transmitter(`0)‖Receiver1(`1)‖Receiver2(`2)) = wr1 +wr2
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3.2.2 Context unaware definitions: broadcast

Definition 6. For all α ∈ Lab, a ∈ A ,
#»

` ∈ 2Loc, and S(`) ∈ CS define the function

returning the rate of broadcast of a sequential component in the following way

s!
α(!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`)) =

r for α = β

0 otherwise

s!
α(a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= !

s!
α(S1(`)+S2(`)) = s!

α(S1(`))+ s!
α(S2(`))

Definition 7. For all α ∈ Lab, a ∈ A ,
#»

` ∈ 2Loc, and S(`) ∈ CS define the function

returning the probability of firing an action after receiving a broadcast message labelled

α as follows.

p?
α(?(β , p)@Pr{q}.S(`)) =

pq for α = β

0 otherwise

p?
α(a.S(`)) = 0 if ΠType(a) 6= ?

p?
α(S1(`)+S2(`)) = p?

α(S1(`))+ p?
α(S2(`))

The assumption is made that receiving a broadcast message and having it induce an

action are independent – we denote the probability of both of the events happening by

p?
α .

Definition 8. Define the function ΠBrIR returning the set of locations in the influence

range of broadcast action α .

ΠBrIR

(
!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`),α
)
=


#»

` if α = β

0 otherwise

ΠBrIR(a.S(`),α) = /0 if ΠType(a) 6= !

3.2.3 Context-aware conditional exit rates

Unfortunately the syntactic information alone is not sufficient to determine the rate

at which an action will be witnessed in a PALOMA system. The spatial aspect, as

captured by the influence range, plays an important role in determining both which

actions are possible and potentially their rates and probabilities. Thus we also define

some context-dependent functions.
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Definition 9. Let α be an action label in Lab. Let S(`)∈CS be a sequential component.

Define the rate at which a component is capable of unicasting a message labelled α to

a location `′ as follows:

uα(`
′, !!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`)) =

s!!
α(!!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`)) if `′ ∈ #»

` and α = β

0 otherwise

uα(`
′,S1(`)+S2(`)) = uα(`

′,S1(`))+uα(`
′,S2(`))

Definition 10. Suppose P= S1(`1)‖· · ·‖Sn(`n)∈C for n∈N+ is a model component

with Si(`i) ∈ CS for all 1≤ i≤ n. Let Sys be any other system serving as context. Let

uα(`,Sys,P) be the rate at which a model component P unicasts a message labelled α

to location ` in the context of Sys, defined as

uα(`,Sys,P) = ∑
S∈seq(P)

uα(`,S)×1>0{wα (seq(Sys‖P, ΠUniIR(S,α)))}

where 1>0(x) =

1 x > 0

0 otherwise

For each sequential component S of P we calculate the total weight over the compon-

ents in the influence range of S. The indicator function 1>0 is set to 1 if this weight is

greater than 0 — meaning there are eligible receivers in the influence range. The rate

at which P unicasts a message α to location ` is then defined as the sum of rates at

which each sequential component S of P is capable of said unicast multiplied by the

indicator function ensuring that the blocking nature of unicast is taken into account.

The next definition deals with determining the probability of a sequential compon-

ent receiving the unicast message.

Definition 11. Let S1(`) and S2(`
′) be sequential components and Sys ∈ C any model

component. Suppose !!(α,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S′2(`′′) is a prefix guarded term in the expres-

sion of S2(`
′). Then we define the probability of S1(`) receiving a unicast message

with label α from S2(`
′), when composed in parallel with Sys and S2(`

′), to be:

pα(S1(`),Sys,S2(`
′)) =


wα (S1(`))

wα (seq(Sys‖S1(`),
#»
` ))

if ` ∈ #»

`

0 otherwise

Similar definitions are given for broadcast and spontaneous actions.
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Definition 12. Let a ∈ A . Let S(`) ∈ CS be a sequential component. Define the rate

at which a component is capable of broadcasting a message labelled α to a location `′

as follows:

bα(`
′, !(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`))=

s!
α(!(β ,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S(`)) if `′ ∈ #»

` and α = β

0 otherwise

bα(`
′,S1(`)+S2(`)) = bα(`

′,S1(`))+bα(`
′,S2(`))

Now let P = S1(`1) ‖ · · · ‖ Sn(`n) to be a model component with Si(`i) ∈ CS for all

1≤ i≤ n (n ∈ N). Define

bα(`,P) =
n

∑
i=1

bα(`,Si(`i))

Finally we have set up all the necessary definitions in order to be able to define the

conditional exits rates of components.

Definition 13. Let Sys ∈ C be a system in which the component S ∈ CS appears. Let

a ∈A be any action with label α . Define the context-aware exit rate R for agents by

the following:

Ra(Sys,S(`0)) =



sα(S(`0)) if ΠType(a) = ·

bα(S(`0)) if ΠType(a) = !

bα(`0,Sys)p?
α(S(`0)) if ΠType(a) = ?

max
`∈ΠLoc(Sys)

{uα(`,Sys,S(`0))} if ΠType(a) = !!

∑
T∈Seq(Sys)

uα(`0,Sys,T )pα(S(`0),Sys,T )p??
α (S(`0)) if ΠType(a) = ??

Now consider a model component P = S1(`1) ‖ · · · ‖ Sn(`n) with Si(`i) ∈ CS for all

1≤ i≤ n (n ∈ N) and suppose it is a part of the system Sys. Then define

Ra(Sys,P) =
n

∑
i=1

Ra(Sys‖ (P\Si(`i)),Si(`i))

where P\Si(`i) denotes the model component P with Si(`i) removed.

The first three rates given for spontaneous actions and broadcast communication in

Definition 13 are clear. For the unicast ouput we have to take into account that it should

be interpreted as a blocking action. Note that the rate at which the message is broadcast

does not depend on how many listeners there are in the system. This means that the

rate which a component sends out a unicast message is either equal to the syntactically
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defined rate if there are eligible listeners in the influence range of the message or zero

if there are no eligible listeners in the influence range. The definition of the observed

rate for unicast output takes the maximum of the rate at which the component unicasts

a message to a location in the system. Note that if there are no eligible listeners of a

unicast message in the system then by Definition 10 all the calculated uα are 0 and so

is the observed rate. This results in the blocking nature of unicast output being treated

correctly.

The corresponding unicast input action definition takes into account the output

actions from all sources for which the component is in the influence range.

Finally we define the rate at which action a ∈ Act is performed over a set of loca-

tions.

Definition 14. Consider a model component P = S1(`1)‖ · · · ‖Sn(`n) with Si(`i) ∈ CS

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n (n ∈ N) and suppose it is a part of the system Sys. Let L be a set of

locations of interest. We define Ra(L,Sys,P), the rate at which action a is performed

by P in locations L, within the context of system Sys to be:

Ra(L,Sys,P) = ∑
S∈ seq(P,L)

Ra(Sys‖ (P\S),S)

3.3 Agent-based operational semantics

This section is devoted to presenting the new agent-based semantic rules for the PA-

LOMA language that will serve as a basis for analysis of the possible equivalence re-

lations in the later chapters. The definition of the semantics of PALOMA will proceed

in the FuTS (State to Function Labelled Transition Systems) framework as already

introduced in Chapter 2.

In the case of PALOMA semantics we are going to define the set of states as the

set of all model components C . For convenience, the treatment of semantic rules is

split into two steps where the following types of transition relations are considered

separately:

Capability relation Denoted by s λ

c f where f : C → [0,1]. The aim is to describe

actions that a defined model component is capable of and introduce probabilities

for all possible states resulting from the said action firing. For example, a com-

ponent including a prefix for unicast input will be capable of the unicast input

action firing with some probability dependent on the context. The function f

will assign a probability for possible continuation states.
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Stochastic relation Denoted by s λ

s f where f : C → R≥0. These rules are used to

generate the CTMC and thus need to assign rates to each available transition.

As we have already seen, the calculation of rates of actions for each component depend

the system they appear in (a PALOMA model component) and thus in this section we

use Sys as a place-holder for any such PALOMA model component that contains the

component under consideration. That is the rules are given for PALOMA components

assuming they are part of Sys. In the following, we use P1 ≡ P2 to denote that model

components P1 and P2 are syntactically equivalent.

3.3.1 Capability relations

The only capability relations of interest here are ones for broadcast and unicast input

actions as these are the only ones that can either succeed or fail depending on the rest

of the system Sys.

The labels λc, of the FuTSs rules are given by the following grammar where α ∈
Lab denotes the action labels:

λc ::= (?α,
#»

` ,Sys) Broadcast input

| (??α,
#»

` ,Sys) Unicast input

The semantic rules given in Figure 3.1 use the definitions from Section 3.2 to ex-

tract necessary information from the syntactic definitions of components.

The rules BrIn and UniIn are the primitive rules describing the capability of se-

quential components to perform a broadcast or unicast input action, respectively, given

the set of locations
#»

` denoting the influence range of the message and the complete

system Sys. In both cases the function f , which is defined over all states, gives the

probability of a transition to each state given the action has fired. For BrIn the calcula-

tion only depends on the parameters p and q given explicitly in the syntactic definition

of the component. For UniIn the likelihood of the component receiving the message,
w

wα (Sys) , is calculated on the basis that there may be many eligible receivers of the given

message in Sys.

The rule BrSystem is used to deal with parallel compositions of model components

that can act as broadcast message receivers. Note that the outcomes of all the broadcast

input actions in a system are independent of each other. Thus the probability of P1 ‖P2

transitioning to P′1‖P′2 due to a broadcast input action is the product of the probabilities

of P1 and P2 respectively making the corresponding transitions.
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BrIn ?(α, p)@Pr{q}.S
(?α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f if ΠLoc (?(α, p)@Pr{q}.S) ∈ #»

`

where f (s) =


pq if s≡ S

1− pq if s≡ ?(α, p)@Pr{q}.S

0 otherwise

UniIn ??(α, p)@Wt{w}.S (??α,
#»
` ,Sys)

c f if ΠLoc (??(α, p)@Wt{w}.S) ∈ #»

`

where f (s) =



wp
wα(Seq)

if s≡ S

w(1− p)
wα(Seq)

if s≡ ??(α, p)@Wt{w}.S

0 otherwise

Seq = seq(Sys,
#»

` )

P1
(?α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f1 P2
(?α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f2
BrSystem

P1 ‖P2
(?α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c g

where g(s) =

 f1(P′1) f2(P′2) if s≡ P′1 ‖P′2

0 otherwise

S1
(??α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f1 S2
(??α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f2
ParllelUniIn

S1 ‖S2
(??α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c g

where g(s) =


f1(S′1) if s≡ S′1 ‖S2

f2(S′2) if s≡ S1 ‖S′2

0 otherwise

P1
λc

c f
Choice

P1 +P2
λc

c f

P2
λc

c f

P1 +P2
λc

c f

P
λc

c f X def
= P

Constant
X

λc
c f

Figure 3.1: Capability rules for communication
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For unicast input actions the rule ParllelUniIn is just saying that no two components

can perform the unicast input on the same label simultaneously.

3.3.2 Stochastic relations

Firstly we need to define a set of labels for stochastic relations. It will be necessary

to carry around the set of locations
#»

` in the labels to distinguish between actions

having the same label and type but affecting a different set of components due to their

influence range. In addition, including the system Sys in the labels ensures that the

communication rules are only applied to components in the same system. The set of

labels for stochastic relations is thus defined as follows:

λs ::= (α, /0, Sys) Spontaneous action

| (!α,
#»

` ,Sys) Broadcast communication

| (!!α,
#»

` ,Sys) Unicast communication

The stochastic rules are summarised in Figure 3.2. Firstly we have rules Br, Uni

and SpAct that just define the primitive rules for all spontaneous actions and give the

rates at which the defined transitions can happen.

For the rule Uni the side-condition is needed to ensure that there are eligible receiv-

ers available in the system.

The rules BrCombo and UniPair are to combine the capability rules with stochastic

rules to give rates of system state transitions that are induced by broadcast or unicast

message passing. BrCombo takes as premise the existence of components S and P such

that S can perform the broadcast communication action defined by stochastic relations

and P is capable of broadcast input. The rate at which the parallel composition S ‖P

reaches the next state S′ ‖P′ is given by the function f ⊗ g which is defined as the

product of f applied to the S′ and g applied to P. The unicast case is treated similarly.

Note. Suppose we have a component defined as follows:

S def
=??(α, p)@Wt{w}.S

For such a recursively defined component communication success and failure result

in syntactically equivalent components. Strictly speaking this would make the defined

continuation functions one-to-many but from the semantics point of view we are still

going to treat ??(α, p)@Wt{w}.S and S as distinct terms.
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Br !(α,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S
(!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s [S 7→ r]

Uni !!(α,r)@IR{ #»

` }.S
(!!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s [S 7→ r]

if there exists S such that S
(??α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c f

SpAct (α,r).S
(α, /0,Sys)

s [S 7→ r]

(a) Primitive rules

S
(!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s f P
(?α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c g
BrCombo

S‖P
(!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s f ⊗g

( f ⊗g)(s) =

 f (S′)g(P′) if s≡ S′ ‖P′

0 otherwise

S
(!!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s f P
(??α,

#»
` ,Sys)

c g
UniPair

S‖P
(!!α,

#»
` ,Sys)

s f ⊗g

( f ⊗g)(s) =

 f (S′)g(P′) if s≡ S′ ‖P′

0 otherwise

(b) Combining with capabilities

P1
λs

s f
Parallel

P1 ‖P2
λs

s f ⊗ Id
( f ⊗ Id)(s) =

 f (P′1) if s≡ P′1 ‖P2

0 otherwise

P2
λs

s f

P1 ‖P2
λs

s Id⊗ f
(Id⊗ f )(s) =

 f (P′2) if s≡ P1 ‖P′2

0 otherwise

P1
λs

s f
Choice

P1 +P2
λs

s f

P2
λs

s f

P1 +P2
λs

s f

P
λs

s f X := P
Constant

X
λs

s f

(c) Rules for composition

Figure 3.2: Stochastic rules for rates
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3.4 Properties of semantics

The aim of the described semantics is to capture the behaviour of a system. We start

by giving the definition for a derivative of a component.

Definition 15. If P λ

s f and P′ ∈ C such that f (P′) = r 6= 0 then P′ is a one-step

derivative of P via λ , denoted P
λ ,r−−→ P′.

This allows us to analyse the reachable states of any given system by defining the

derivative set of the component. We denote by Λ(Sys) the set of all stochastic transition

labels λ that correspond to the system Sys.

Definition 16. Define the derivative set of a PALOMA system component Sys ds(Sys),

as the smallest set of components such that

1. if Sys0
def
= Sys then Sys0 ∈ ds(Sys).

2. if Sysi ∈ ds(Sys) and there exists λ ∈ Λ(Sysi) and r > 0 such that Sysi
λ ,r−−→ Sys j

then Sys j ∈ ds(Sys).

From that we are going to define the derivation graphs as was done for PEPA in [15].

Definition 17. Given a PALOMA system Sys and its derivative set ds(Sys) we define

the derivation graph D(Sys) as the labelled multigraph with the set of nodes given by

ds(Sys) and the set of arcs A defined by

• A⊂ ds(Sys)×ds(Sys)×Λ×R>0

• (s,s′,λ ,r) ∈ A if there exists s
λ ,r−−→ s′ such that λ ∈ Λ(s).

Example 4. In this example we will go through constructing the derivation graph for

a simple system. Consider the following system:

Receiver(`) def
= ??(message, p)@Wt{w}.Receiver(`)

Transmitter(`) def
= !!(message,r)@IR{`}.(process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)

Sys def
= Receiver(`)‖Transmitter(`)

Firstly, we apply the capability relation rules exhaustively to Sys. In particular, apply-

ing the rule UniIn to Receiver(`) we get the following:

??(message, p)@Wt{w}.Receiver(`)
(??message,

#»
` ,Sys)

c

[Receiver(`) 7→ p, ??(message, p)@Wt{w}.Receiver(`) 7→ 1− p]
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As there are no other agents with input prefixes then we have already exhaustively

applied the capability relation rules and we can move to the stochastic relations. Ap-

plying the stochastic rule Uni to Transmitter(`) gives

!!(message,r)@IR{`}.(process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)
(!!message,{`},Sys)

s

[(process,q).Transmitter(`) 7→ r]

Finally, we pair up the unicast sender and the unicast receiver using the rules UniPair.

This results in the following transition:

Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)
(!!message,{`},Sys)

s f

where, according to the defined semantic rules, we have

f (s) =


rp if s≡ (process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)

r(1− p) if s≡ Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)

0 otherwise

This gives us that only two states are reachable from Sys≡Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`),

namely

Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)≡ Sys

(process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)≡ Sys′

From Sys′ we can only get back to Sys by noting that the only applicable stochastic

rule is SpAct giving

(process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)
(process, /0,Sys′)

s f

where

f (s) =

q if s≡ Sys

0 otherwise

Thus by the above reasoning we get the derivative set ds(Sys) = {Sys,Sys′}. The

associated derivation graph D(Sys) will then have the following arcs.

A = {(Sys,Sys′,(!!message,{`},Sys),rp)

(Sys′,Sys,(process, /0,Sys′),q)

(Sys,Sys,(!!message,{`},Sys),r(p−1))}

The graphical representation of the derivation graph D(Sys) is given below as Fig-

ure 3.3.
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Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`) (process,q)(`).Transmitter(`)‖Receiver(`)(!!message,{`},Sys),r(1− p)

(!!message,{`},Sys),rp

(process, /0,Sys′),q

Figure 3.3: The graphical representation of the derivation graph.

3.5 Markov model

As mentioned the purpose of the given semantic rules is to provide a framework from

which the mathematical model in the form of a CTMC can be rigorously derived for

any PALOMA model. We already have the required foundations, namely the definition

of derivation graph from the FuTS transition system, in place and thus the only thing

left to do is to relate a given derivation graph to a CTMC.

Informally, the procedure used to derive a CTMC from the derivation graph is ob-

vious with rates of different transitions from the same origin state to the same end state

added together and the transitions inducing self-jumps of components in the derivative

set forgotten.

Example (Example 4 revisited). The derivation graph gives rise to a two state CTMC

with the following generator matrix Q

Q =

(
−rp rp

q −q

)
Conventional methods of analysing CTMCs can be used to then extract performance

characteristics of the described system. For example, one can find the steady-state

distribution π of the system described by Q as a solution to

πQ = 0

In such a small example the steady-state distirbution is easy to find analytically and

turns out to be

π =

[
q

rp+q
,

rp
rp+q

]
From this we can derive some perfomance measures, for example the utilisation of the

receiver in the system. We can say that the receiving component is utilised when it is

processing a message — that is the utilisation of Receiver(`) is simply the steady-state

probability of the system being in state (process,q).Transmitter(`) ‖Receiver(`). In

our case this is rp
rp+q .
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3.6 Context

We have noted that the behaviour of a model component P depends on the context

it appears in. In the following we are going to define what is meant by “P in the

context of Sys”. In our case P appearing in the context of Sys will simply mean that the

behaviour of P is characterised by the behaviour of the parallel composition Sys‖P or

any reordering of the terms as reordering leaves the behaviour of Sys‖P invariant.

We are going to denote the transitions of a component P within the context of a

system Sys by P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ where a ∈ Act. In terms of semantic rules introduced in

Section 3.3 we are going to say that P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ holds if there is a stochastic transition

P
λs

s f and a component P′ such that f (P′) 6= 0. In addition the label λs is required

to be such that

λs =


(α, /0, Sys‖P) if a = α

(!α,
#»

` , Sys‖P) if a =?α ∨ !α

(!!α,
#»

` , Sys‖P) if a =??α ∨ !!α

For a an input action, we also require the existence of a corresponding capability rela-

tion with label

λc =

(?α,
#»

` , Sys‖P) if a =?α

(??α,
#»

` , Sys‖P) if a =??α

That is, the label needs to indicate that P is taken to be in the context of system Sys.

If we are interested in the behaviour of model component Sys on its own we con-

sider it in the context of an empty system denoted /0. For completeness we are going

to define the syntactic equivalence Sys‖ /0≡ Sys.



Chapter 4

Equivalences of PALOMA
sub-languages

This chapter consists of some preliminary work on the analysis of the equivalence

theory of PALOMA from the perspective of two unicast-based sub-languages. In Sec-

tion 4.1 we define a sub-language of PALOMA where we only consider unicast com-

munication with no location attributes. We give a definition of a bisimulation-like

relation for the said sub-language and give a working example of how it can be used

for model reduction.

Section 4.2 expands the sub-language to include the location parameter. We will

see that the treatment of bisimulation equivalences in Section 4.2 is too discriminating

when the locations of components are taken into account — namely it turns out that

finding bisimilar components becomes very difficult if two components are considered

equivalent only if they exhibit equivalent behaviour in all possible contexts.

4.1 Unicast-only sub-language without locations

In the following we consider the sub-language where only unicast communication is

enabled. In addition we are going to assume that all components are within the in-

fluence range of each other — we can think of all communication happening with

influence range defined as IR{all} or alternatively that all components are at the same

location with communication happening with influence range IR{local}.
The sub-language under consideration is defined by the following grammar.

27
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π ::= !!(α,r) | ??(α,r)@Wt{v} | (α,r)

S ::= π.S′ | S1 +S2 | C

P ::= S | P‖P

Figure 4.1: Grammar for unicast-only sub-language of PALOMA, PALOMA-uo

Let us call the sub-language given in Figure 4.1 PALOMA-uo (for unicast only).

The most obvious way to define a bisimulation on PALOMA-uo components would

be the following: two components are equivalent if for any considered context system

they perform the same set of actions with equal rates with the same holding for the

derivatives of components. This is formally given in the definition below.

Definition 18. A binary relation R[1] is a bisimulation over model components if, and

only if, (P,Q) ∈R[1] implies for all a ∈ Act and all system components Sys.

1. Ra(Sys,P) = Ra(Sys,Q).

2. P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ implies there exists Q′, Q

a,Sys−−−→ Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R[1].

3. Q
a,Sys−−−→ Q′ implies there exists P′, P

a,Sys−−−→ P′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R[1].

Example 5. As a simple example consider the following components

Transmitter def
= !!(message,r).Transmitter

Receiver0
def
= ??(message, p)@Wt{1}.Receiver0

Receiver1
def
= ??(message, p)@Wt{2}.Receiver1

As we can see the difference between Receiver0 and Receiver1 is only in the weight

parameter. If we consider the systems Transmitter ‖ Receiver0 and Transmitter ‖
Receiver1 then both systems and in particular Receiver0 and Receiver1 exhibit the same

behaviour. On the other hand we can consider the following scenarios:

Scenario0
def
= Transmitter ‖Receiver0 ‖Receiver1

Scenario1
def
= Transmitter ‖Receiver0 ‖Receiver0

That is we are considering the components Receiver0 and Receiver1 in the context

of the system Sys def
= Transmitter ‖ Receiver0. The observed rates of Receiver0 and

Reciever1 performing the unicast input action on label message will differ as Receiver1
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has the priority in Scenario0 due to greater weight parameter. In Scenario1 on the other

hand the two identical receivers Receiver0 are equally likely to receive the unicast mes-

sage. In particular the probability of Receiver1 getting the preference as the receiver

of the unicast message labelled message in Scenario0 is 2
3 (weight of Receiver1 over

the total weight of the receivers in the system). Similarly the probability of Receiver0

begin preferred in Scenario1 is 1
2 . Thus the bisimulation 18 differentiates between

Reciever0 and Receiver1.

The example above shows that although the the components Receiver0 and Receiver1

have equivalent behaviour thoughout the evolutions of the systems Transmitter‖Receiver0

and Transmitter ‖Receiver1 they are not considered bisimilar. This is unnecessarily

strong as when modelling a system we are not going to be interested in the behaviour

of a component in all possible contexts but rather in the context of the system we are

modelling. This is one of the ideas we are going to be dealing with in Chapter 5.

Let us assume we can define the bisimilarity in the standard way as the largest

bisimulation as given by Definition 18. The following example is going to demonstrate

that although intuitively we might consider the above bisimulation for PALOMA-uo

too strong it can still be used to reduce models up to a bisimilarity.

Example 6. We consider the following system:

Transmitter def
= !!(message1,r).Transmitter′+!!(message2,r).Transmitter′

Transmitter′ def
= !!(message_nonsense,r).Transmitter′

Receiver1
def
= ??(message1,1)@Wt{1}.(process,q).Receiver1

Receiver2
def
= ??(message2,1)@Wt{1}.(process,q).Receiver2

Sys def
= Transmitter ‖Receiver1 ‖Receiver2

In the system Sys given above we have a component Transmitter, transmitting mes-

sages message1 and message2, composed in parallel with Receiver1 expecting mes-

sage message1 and Receiver2 expecting message message2. All communication in this

case happens with no failure. Once Receiver1 or Receiver2 get their respective mes-

sages they process the message, represented by the spontaneous action process, and

return to the state where they are ready to accept another message. After Transmitter

has sent out a message it arrives at a state Transmitter′ where it starts sending out a

message_empty which none of the components in the system is expecting. This means

that the system Sys will reach an absorbing state where no transitions are possible.
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Transmitter′ ‖ (process,q).Receiver1 ‖Receiver2

Transmitter ‖Receiver1 ‖Receiver2 Transmitter′ ‖Receiver1 ‖Receiver2

Transmitter′ ‖Receiver1 ‖ (process,q).Receiver2

!!message1,r

!!message2 ,r

process,q

process,q

Figure 4.2: Derivation graph of Sys in Example 6

We can give an alternative implementation of the two receivers in the system in the

following way:

AltReceiver def
=??(message1,1)@Wt{1}.(process,q).AltReceiver

+??(message2,1)@Wt{1}.(process,q).AltReceiver

AltReceiver and Receiver1‖Receiver2 being bisimilar according to Definition 18 is

immediate. Namely, adding components transmitting or receiving messages message1

or message2 is going to scale the rates at which AltReceiver and Receiver1 ‖Receiver2

perform the actions in the same way. The derivatives are also always going to be

bisimilar as the behaviours of

(process,q).Receiver1, (process,q).Receiver2, and (process,q).AltReceiver

are not going to depend on the rest of the system.

Now consider the following system where the parallel composition of Receiver1

and Receiver2 is substituted with the new implementation AltReceiver.

AltSys def
= Transmitter ‖AltReceiver

The aim is to show that AltSys is bisimilar to Sys. First note that the set of actions avail-

able from both Sys and AltSys are {!!message1, !!message2,??message1,??message2}.
All of the observed rates are equal to r due to the chosen parameters.

The behaviours of Sys and AltSys are represented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 in terms

of the derivation graphs. This shows that the action process firing at rate q is available

from one-step derivatives of Sys and AltSys with no other actions happening. Thus we

can say that Sys and AltSys are bisimilar with respect to Definition 18. The benefit

of using AltReceiver instead of Receiver is that the state space generated collapses to

three states from four.
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Transmitter ‖AltReceiver Transmitter′ ‖ (process,q).AltReceiver Transmitter′ ‖AltReceiver

!!message1,r

!!message2,r

process,q

Figure 4.3: Derivation graph of AltSys in Example 6

Note that in general verifying the bisimulation of Definition 18 is not a trivial task

as it needs reasoning about an infinite set of possible context systems. In addition

we are not generally interested in whether the components behave equivalently in all

the possible contexts. Instead the interest lies in whether in the given system we can

replace certain components with ones that have more efficient representation in terms

of the size of the generated derivation graph. This becomes more apparent in the next

section when components with locations are considered and the analogously defined

bisimulation will be too discriminating.

4.2 Unicast-only sub-language with locations

In this section we are going to put back the location parameter in the component defin-

itions. The sub-language, called PALOMA-uowl, we are going to work with is defined

by the following grammar.

π ::= !!(α,r)@IR{ #»

` } | ??(α,r)@Wt{v} | (α,r)

S(`) ::= π.S′(`′) | S1(`)+S2(`) | C

P ::= S(`) | P‖P

Figure 4.4: Grammar for unicast-only sub-language of PALOMA with locations, PALOMA-

uowl

We can define an equivalence relation on PALOMA-uowl in exactly the same way

as in Section 4.1 where model components are defined by the grammar in Figure 4.4.

Definition 19. A binary relation R[1∗] is a bisimulation over model components if, and

only if, (P,Q) ∈R[1∗] implies for all a ∈ Act and all system components Sys.

1. Ra(Sys,P) = Ra(Sys,Q).

2. P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ implies there exists Q′, Q

a,Sys−−−→ Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R[1∗].
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3. Q
a,Sys−−−→ Q′ implies there exists P′, P

a,Sys−−−→ P′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R[1∗].

Definition 19 checks whether two components have equivalent behaviour with re-

spect to all context systems. This gives rise to a very strict equivalence on PALOMA

components as can be seen from the following example.

Example 7. Consider the component Receiver1(`1) ‖Receiver2(`1) from Example 6

but this time parametrised by location `1. The transmitting component now needs an

influence range
#»

` in its definition

Transmitter(`2)
def
=!!(message1,r)@IR{ #»

` }.Transmitter′(`2)

+!!(message2,r)@IR{
#»

`}.Transmitter′(`2)

Assuming `1 ∈
#»

` then Sys behaves in the same way as described in the previous sec-

tion. Suppose we want to implement a bisimilar component in the same way as the one

given in Example 6.

AltReceiver(`3)
def
=??(message1,1)@Wt{1}.(process,q).AltReceiver(`3)

Now if `3 ∈
#»

` then the system Transmitter(`2) ‖Receiver1(`1) ‖Receiver2(`1) and

Transmitter(`2) ‖ AltReceiver(`3) can match each other’s behaviour when no addi-

tional context is considered. However the components Receiver1(`1) ‖Receiver2(`2)

and AltReceiver(`3) are no longer considered bisimilar as their behaviour is not equi-

valent in all the possible contexts. For example in the case where `1 ∈
#»

` but `3 6∈
#»

` .

The example above demonstrates that a bisimulation relation that requires the com-

ponents to behave equivalently in all possible contexts is unlikely to give rise to a useful

relation for model reduction. In particular, when we add the location back to the lan-

guage it becomes rather easy to find counter-examples that show components to behave

non-bisimilarly. For example, even two components that can perform identical unicast

output and actions but are parametrised by different locations will be considered non-

bisimilar just because we can always consider a context system which can only interact

with one of the components considered.

A way to relax the definitions is treated in the following chapter where we move

towards defining a bisimilarity for a given context, and also consider a less strict form

of location matching. The broadcast communication sub-languages were not explored

in this chapter due to two reasons. Firstly, the location aspect of the sub-language is

the same as for unicast-only sub-languages. Secondly, the broadcast communication

on its own could be seen as a subset of CBS for which the bisimulation theory is well-

developed and could be extended to our case.



Chapter 5

Observational equivalences for
PALOMA

In this chapter we will define several bisimulation-like equivalence relations for PALOMA.

The aim is to arrive at a bisimulation relation which satifies the following weaker con-

gruence property:

If the behaviours of two components P and Q are equivalent with respect
to the system Sys then the behaviour of P‖Sys is equivalent to Q‖Sys with
respect to the empty context.

5.1 Contextual bisimulation

This chapter will concentrate on exploring bisimulation-like relations for the PALOMA

language where we make use of the observed exit rates defined in Section 3.2. Firstly

we will briefly cover a naive attempt to define a bisimulation on sequential components

of PALOMA to demonstrate why it is not entirely trivial to deal with spatial properties

of PALOMA models. The aim for the rest of the chapter is to refine the bisimula-

tion relation to allow for substituting components in context systems. That is if two

components are bisimilar with respect to some context then in this specific context we

would be allowed to substitute one for the other.

5.1.1 Location as part of state

As the behaviour of the PALOMA sequential component is parametrised by its loc-

ation the natural interpretation would be to consider locations as an inherent part of

33
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a component’s state. This would lead to the following definition, making use of the

syntax-derived rate function defined in Section 3.2.

Definition 20. Let Sys∈C be any model component serving as a context. A binary re-

lation R
[0]
Sys is a bisimulation over sequential components if, and only if, (S(`1),T (`2))∈

R
[0]
Sys implies, for all a ∈ Act

1. Ra(Sys,S(`1)) = Ra(Sys,T (`2)).

2. `1 = `2.

3. S(`1)
a,Sys−−−→ S′(`′1) implies ∃ T ′(`′2), T (`2)

a,Sys−−−→ T ′(`′2)) and (S′(`′1),T
′(`′2)) ∈

R
[0]
Sys.

4. T (`2)
a,Sys−−−→ T ′(`′2) implies ∃ S′(`′1), S(`1)

a,Sys−−−→ S′(`′1)) and (S′(`′1),T
′(`′2)) ∈

R
[0]
Sys.

Definition 20 is rather restrictive due to the way in which location is treated. Spe-

cifically, two sequential components which have identical behaviour in different loca-

tions will be considered non-equivalent in this setting even if they do not communicate

with Sys. This would lead to a very strict equivalence being defined on the model com-

ponents of PALOMA. A more interesting idea would be to shift to considering relative

locations between the sequential components. This will be explored in the following

section.

5.1.2 Relative locations

In order to consider relative locations between sequential components we need a notion

of distance between the components. Thus we consider the case where Loc denotes a

metric space. Specifically we will consider the Euclidean plane R2 (extensions to

different metric spaces are immediate).

The notion we make use of in the following discussion is that of isometries – that is,

maps between metric spaces that preserve the distances between points. In particular

we are interested in the set of Euclidean plane isometries of which we have four types:

translations, rotations, reflections and glide reflections. Denote the set of Euclidean

plane isometries by E(2).

The first definition we are going to give mimics Definition 20 but allows the loc-

ations of the sequential components under consideration to differ by an element in

E(2).
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Definition 21. Let Sys ∈ C be a system component serving as context. A binary re-

lation R
[1]
Sys is a spatial bisimulation over components if, and only if, (S(`1),T (`2)) ∈

R
[1]
Sys implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act

1. Ra(Sys,S(`1)) = Ra(Sys,T (`2)).

2. φ(`1) = `2.

3. S(`1)
a,Sys−−−→ S′(`′1) implies ∃ T ′(`′2), T (`2)

a,Sys−−−→ T ′(`′2) and (S′(`′1),T
′(`′2)) ∈

R
[1]
Sys.

4. T (`2)
a,Sys−−−→ T ′(`′2) implies ∃ S′(`′1), S(`1)

a,Sys−−−→ S′(`′1) and (S′(`′1),T
′(`′2)) ∈

R
[1]
Sys.

In this definition for sequential components the location plays little role. The situ-

ation becomes more interesting when we to extend the definition to model components

C of PALOMA.

Definition 22. Let Sys ∈ C a model component serving as context. A binary relation

R
[1∗]
Sys is a spatial bisimulation over model components if, and only if, (P,Q) ∈ R

[1∗]
Sys

implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all sets of locations L

1. Ra(L,Sys,P) = Ra(φ(L),Sys,Q).

2. P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ implies for some Q′, Q

a,Sys−−−→ Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[1∗]
Sys .

3. Q
a,Sys−−−→ Q′ implies for some P′, P

a,Sys−−−→ P′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[1∗]
Sys .

In Definition 22 we allow the locations of the actions performed by components P

and Q to differ up to an isometry.

Next we are going to consider an example where, for the time being, omitting the

proofs, we have supposed that one is going to be able to define a bisimilarity relation

∼[1]
Sys as the largest bisimulation as given by Definition 22. The simplest case we can

consider is bisimilarity with respect to empty context system Sys denoted by /0. We

illustrate this in the following example.

Example 8.

Transmitter(`0) := !!(message_move,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`1)

Transmitter(`1) := !!(message_move,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`0)

Receiver(`1) := ??(message_move, p)@Wt{v}.Receiver(`0)

Receiver(`0) := ??(message_move,q)@Wt{v}.Receiver(`1)
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For this example take `0 = (−1,0) and `1 = (1,0). The two systems we are going to

analyse are

Scenario1 := Transmitter(`0)‖Receiver(`1)

Scenario2 := Transmitter(`1)‖Receiver(`0)

It is clear that the systems are symmetric in the sense that if the locations in Scenario1

are reflected along the y-axis we get Scenario2. Denote the reflection along the y-axis

as φ . This give φ(`0) = `1 and φ(`1) = `0.

It it intuitively clear that the two systems behave in the same way up to the starting

location of the Transmitter and Receiver in both systems. Thus it makes sense to

abstract away the absolute locations and consider the given systems observationally

equivalent up to spatial transformation φ . In the following we verify that applying

Definition 22 to these examples indeed agrees with the intuition. The two systems are

considered on their own with no additional context – that is the Sys in Definiton 22

becomes /0.

R!!message_move(`0, /0,Scenario1) = r

R??message_move(`1, /0,Scenario2) = rp

and

R!!message_move(φ(`0), /0,Scenario2) = R!!message_move(`1, /0,Scenario1) = r

R??message_move(φ(`1), /0,Scenario2) = R??message_move(`0, /0,Scenario1) = rp

As the rest of the rates are 0 then the first condition in Definition 22 holds. To get the

second and third conditions requires verifying that the rates also match for derivatives

of the systems Scenario1 and Scenario2. This is not going to be done here but one can

easily see that the same symmetries are going to hold throughout the evolution of the

systems and thus

Scenario1 ∼
[1]
/0 Scenario2

In the example we gave no additional context to the systems under study but the

Definition 22 allows for reasoning about the equivalence of the two components in the

context of any given system. The following example demonstrates that components

being equivalent with respect to one context system does not imply equivalence with

respect to other contexts.
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Example 9.

Transmitter(`0) := !!(message,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`0)

Receiver(`0) := ??(message,r)@Wt{w}.Receiver(`0)

Sys := Transmitter(`0)

It can be verified that according to Definition 22 we have

Transmitter ∼[1]
/0 Receiver

as neither component can perform an action due to the blocking nature of unicast com-

munication. On the other hand we have

Transmitter 6∼[1]
Sys Receiver

as the system Transmitter(`0)‖Transmitter(`0) would not perform an action while in

Transmitter(`0)‖Receiver(`0) we have unicast communication happening.

The Examples 8 and 9 give some confidence in the definitions. However there turns

out to be a flaw in the way context is treated making ∼[1]
Sys fail to be a congruence.

Example 10. The congruence property we are looking for would be that if P1 ∼
[1]
Sys P2

then P1 ‖ Sys ∼[1]
/0 P2 ‖ Sys. That is, if two components are bisimilar with respect to

some context system then one can substitute the bisimilar components in the context

and the behaviour of the system as a whole will remain the same with respect to the

empty context. The following system will provide a counter-example to this.

Transmitter(`0)
def
= !!(message,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`0)

Receiver(`0)
def
= ??(message,r)@IR{all}.Receiver(`0)

DelayedRec(`0)
def
= (wait,q).??(message,r)@Pr{p}.Receiver(`0)

Sys def
= DelayedRec(`0)

According to the given bisimulation definition we have Transmitter(`0)∼
[1]
Sys Receiver(`0)

as neither will perform an action in parallel with DelayedRec(`0). However, the fol-

lowing systems

Scenario1 := Transmitter(`0)‖DelayedRec(`0)

Scenario2 := Receiver(`0)‖DelayedRec(`0)

will clearly have non-bisimilar behaviour after DelayedRec(`0) has completed the

spontaneous action wait.
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In conclusion there is a flaw in how context is dealt with in the given definitions.

Example 8 provides us with a special case where the preservation under substitution

trivially holds. The aim of the following section is to see whether context can be

dealt with in more general cases in such a way that does not lead us to considering an

isomorphism between components.

5.1.3 Dealing with changing context

Example 10 will provide us with a starting point for the discussion in this section. As

before we are looking for conditions where the following implication holds:

P∼Sys Q =⇒ P‖Sys∼ /0 Q‖Sys

We already noted, based on Example 10, that for the bisimilarity ∼[1]
Sys the implica-

tion above does not hold. The question now is what extra conditions have to be en-

forced. The new definition would have to distinguish between Transmitter(`0) and

Receiver(`0) in the context of system DelayedRec(`0). For this we would have to look

ahead at the possible resulting states of Sys. We are going to propose the following

bisimulation definition.

Definition 23. Let Sys ∈ C a model component serving as context. A binary relation

R
[2]
Sys is a spatial bisimulation over model components if, and only if, (P,Q) ∈ R

[2]
Sys

implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all sets of locations L

1. Ra(L,Sys,P) = Ra(φ(L),Sys,Q).

2. P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ implies for some Q′, Q

a,Sys−−−→ Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[2]
Sys′ for all context

systems Sys′ such that P‖Sys
a, /0−→ P′ ‖Sys′.

3. Q
a,Sys−−−→ Q′ implies for some P′, P

a,Sys−−−→ P′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[2]
Sys′ for all context

systems Sys′ such that Q‖Sys
a, /0−→ Q′ ‖Sys′.

The conditions on derivatives of P and Q will ensure that if an action performed

by either of those components causes the context system Sys to change to Sys′ then the

resulting continuations P′ of P, and Q′ of Q are bisimilar with respect to the context

system Sys′. Again we define a bisimilarity ∼[2]
Sys as the largest bisimulation satisfying

Definition 23 omitting the proofs.

Note that the implication

P1 ∼
[2]
Sys P2 =⇒ P1 ‖Sys∼[2]

/0 P2 ‖Sys
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would also have to imply for some φ ∈E(2) that Ra(L, /0,Sys‖P)=Ra(φ(L), /0,Sys‖Q)

for all actions a and sets of location L. In the following we are going to provide a

counter-example to this demonstrating the asymmetry between how components are

affected by the context and how they affect the context. We are going to see that one

of the reasons why the situation is asymmetric is due to the differing influence ranges

of bisimilar components according to Definition 23.

Example 11. Consider the following components capable of broadcast communica-

tion.

Trasmittera(1,0)
def
= !(message,r)@IR{(0,0),(0,1)}.Transmitter(1,0)

Trasmitterb(1,0)
def
= !(message,r)@IR{(0,1)}.Transmitter(1,0)

Receiver(0,0) def
= ?(message,r)@Pr{p}.Receiver(0,0)

Receiver(0,1) def
= ?(message,r)@Pr{p}.Receiver(1,0)

Sys def
= Receiver(0,0)‖Receiver(1,0)

We can see that Transmittera(1,0)∼[2]
Sys Transmitterb(1,0). Consider

Scenario1
def
= Transmittera(1,0)‖Sys

Scenario2
def
= Transmitterb(1,0)‖Sys

Now note that, due to Transmittera(1,0) having an extra location in the influence

range, the Scenario1 will have two locations with action named ?α firing at non-zero

rate while as Scenario2 has just one. This is supported by derivation graphs for the two

scenarios given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 where the Scenari1 can be seen to have an two

extra of broadcast communication transitions. Thus there will not exist an isometry

such that Scenario1 ∼
[2]
/0 Scenario2.

Transmittera(1,0)‖Receiver(0,0)‖Receiver(0,1)

(!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),rp2

(!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),rp(1− p)

(!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),rp(1− p) (!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),r(1− p)2

Figure 5.1: Derivation graph of Scenario1.

The example above shows that the bisimulation relation definition would have to

be even stronger in order to be a congruence.
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Transmitterb(1,0)‖Receiver(0,0)‖Receiver(0,1)(!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),r(1− p) (!message,{(0,0),(0,1)}),rp

Figure 5.2: Derivation graph of Scenario2.

5.1.4 Symmetry between components and context

In this section we continue refining the bisimulation definition given in Definition 23

to give rise to a bisimilarity ∼Sys such that the following implication holds

P1 ∼Sys P2 =⇒ P1 ‖Sys∼ /0 P2 ‖Sys

First note that we would like that, for some φ , the following holds for all a ∈ Act and

L ∈ Loc:

Ra(L, /0,P1 ‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,P2 ‖Sys)

Writing these out based on Definition 14 gives

Ra(L, /0,P1 ‖Sys) = Ra(L,P1,Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,P1)

Ra(φ(L), /0,P2 ‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L),P2,Sys)+Ra(φ(L),Sys,P2)

Note that Ra(L,Sys,P1) = Ra(φ(L),Sys,P2) holds whenever P1 ∼
[2]
Sys P2. If the equality

was to hold Ra(L,P1,Sys) = Ra(φ(L),P2,Sys) for all a ∈ Act and L ∈ Loc then

Ra(L, /0,P1 ‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,P2 ‖Sys)

would also hold. However we have already seen in Example 11 that this cannot be

implied from P1 ∼
[2]
Sys P2 and thus we arrive at the following refined definition of a

bisimulation relation.

Definition 24. Let Sys∈C be a model component serving as context. A binary relation

R
[3]
Sys is a spatial bisimulation over model components if, and only if, (P,Q) ∈ R

[3]
Sys

implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all locations L ∈ Loc

1. Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,Q‖Sys).

2. P
a,Sys−−−→ P′ implies there exists Q′, Q

a,Sys−−−→Q′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[3]
Sys′ for all context

systems Sys′ such that P‖Sys
a, /0−→ P′ ‖Sys′.
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3. Q
a,Sys−−−→Q′ implies there exists P′, P

a,Sys−−−→ P′ and (P′,Q′) ∈R
[3]
Sys′ for all context

systems Sys′ such that P‖Sys
a, /0−→ P′ ‖Sys′.

Note that the definition above is much stronger than Definition 23 given in the

previous section as it now checks the rates of the entire system rather than just the rates

of actions involving components P and Q. We can also note that the two transmitters

in Example 11 are no longer considered bisimilar according to Definition 24.

In order to completely avoid the case where P ‖ Sys can perform an action that

Q‖Sys can not match, for example through differing behaviours of Sys due to contexts

P and Q, we are going to make sure all the possible transitions from these systems are

considered. That is, we are going to give the following definition.

Definition 25. Let Sys ∈ C a model component serving as context. A binary relation

RSys is a spatial bisimulation over model components if, and only if, (P,Q) ∈ RSys

implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all locations L ∈ Loc

1. Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,Q‖Sys).

2. P‖Sys
a, /0−−→ P′ ‖Sys′ implies there exists Q′, Q‖Sys

a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖Sys′ and (P′,Q′) ∈
RSys′ .

3. Q‖Sys
a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖Sys′ implies there exists P′, P‖Sys

a, /0−−→ P′ ‖Sys′ and (P′,Q′) ∈
RSys′ .

Informally, the above definition states that two components P and Q are bisimilar

with respect to a context system Sys if for any action the rate at which P‖Sys performs

it is equal to the rate at which Q ‖ Sys performs the same action. The bisimilarity

conditions on the derivatives of P and Q are also stated in terms of the whole systems

P ‖ Sys and Q ‖ Sys. That is, in this chapter we made a step-by-step move towards

considering equivalence in completely closed systems.

Definition 25 is very strict but allows us to show that the defined relation RSys is

an equivalence relation of PALOMA components.

Lemma 1. Spatial bisimulation RSys, as given in Definition 25, is an equivalence

relation on PALOMA components C .

Proof. The reflexivity and symmetry are clear by just noting that the E(2) contains an

identity map and each φ ∈ E(2) has an inverse in E(2). For the transitivity suppose
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P,Q,R ∈ C such that (P,Q) ∈RSys and (Q,R) ∈RSys. Thus there exist φ ,ψ ∈ E(2)

such that for any L and a we have

Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,Q‖Sys)

And likewise

Ra(L, /0,Q‖Sys) = Ra(ψ(L), /0,R‖Sys)

By the properties of isometries we know that ψ ◦φ ∈ E(2) and thus for any L and a we

have

Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(ψ(φ(L)), /0,R‖Sys)

All systems P‖Sys, Q‖Sys, and R‖Sys are closed and from the conditions on derivat-

ives we get that Q‖Sys can match every action of P‖Sys, and R‖Sys can match every

action of Q ‖ Sys and thus R ‖ Sys can match all actions of P ‖ Sys. This clearly holds

also in the other direction and thus we get (P,R) ∈RSys.

Lemma 1 shows that the defined spatial bisimulation indeed satisfies the conditions

of being an equivalence relation on PALOMA components. The following lemma is

going to set us up for defining the spatial bisimilarity as the largest bisimulation rela-

tion. Namely, we are going to show that the union of bisimulations is a bisimulation.

Lemma 2. Suppose that RSys,i (for i = 1,2, · · · ) are bisimulations. The union of bisim-

ulation RSys = ∪iRSys,i is a bisimulation.

Proof. Note that RSys is just a set of pairs of bisimilar components and thus (P,Q) ∈
RSys if, and only if, for some i we have (P,Q) ∈ RSys,i. This means (P,Q) ∈ RSys

implies that there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all sets of locations L

we have

Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,Q‖Sys)

In addition, we have that if

P‖Sys
a, /0−−→ P′ ‖Sys′

then there exists Q′ such that

Q‖Sys
a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖Sys′

and (P′,Q′) ∈RSys′ .

Similarly for Q ‖ Sys
a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖ Sys′ and hence (P,Q) ∈ RSys if, and only if, the

bisimulation conditions hold.
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The Lemma 2 above lets us define a new relation of PALOMA components by

taking the union of all bisimulations RSys in the following way.

Definition 26. Define the bisimilarity with respect to context system Sys, denoted

∼Sys, as the largest spatial bisimulation relation as defined by Definition 25. We say

two model components P1, P2, parametrised by locations in R2 are considered spatial

bisimilar with respect to system Sys, denoted P1 ∼Sys P2 if there exists spatial bisimu-

lation RSys such that (P1,P2) ∈RSys.

The final parts of this section are devoted to analysing the properties of the defined

bisimulation ∼Sys. Namely we are interested in whether ∼Sys is preserved by the com-

binators of PALOMA.

Proposition 1. Let P1,P2 ∈ C be components such that P1 ∼Sys P2 where Sys is some

context system then

P1 ‖Sys∼ /0 P2 ‖Sys

Proof. The rate condition

Ra(L, /0,P1 ‖Sys‖ /0) = Ra(φ(L), /0,P2 ‖Sys‖ /0)

is clear. The conditions on derivatives of P1 ‖ Sys and P2 ‖ Sys are also clear from the

definition of spatial bisimulation as for both P1 ∼Sys P2 and P1 ‖Sys∼ /0 P2 ‖Sys we are

considering the actions of the same systems, namely P1 ‖Sys and P2 ‖Sys.

Finally we have the question of whether ∼Sys is preserved by adding a prefix to the

existing component. That is, suppose P1 ∼Sys P2 and consider

Q1(`)
def
= a.P1

Q2(`)
def
= a.P2

We have that, in general,

Q1(`) 6∼Sys Q2(`)

The action a can be involved in changing the context system Sys to Sys′ such that

P1 ∼Sys′ P2 does not hold. An example of this is given below.

Example 12.

Transmitter(`) def
= !!(messagea,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`)

Receiver(`) def
= ??(messagea,r)@Pr{p}.Receiver(`)

Sys def
= ??(messageb, p)@Pr{p}.Receiver(`)
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We have that Transmitter(`) ‖ Sys and Receiver(`) ‖ Sys never perform an action and

thus Transmitter(`)∼Sys Receiver(`). If we now consider

!!(messageb,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`)

!!(messageb,r)@IR{all}.Receiver(`)

and the parallel compositions

Sys‖!!(messageb,r)@IR{all}.Transmitter(`)

Sys‖!!(messageb,r)@IR{all}.Receiver(`)

then after the action !!messageb fires Sys ends up in the state Sys′ ≡ Receiver(`) for

which the components Transmitter(`) and Receiver(`) exhibit different behaviour.

The final case, namely ∼Sys being preserved by the choice operator is discussed

separately in the next section.

5.1.5 Preservation under choice

In order to be able to prove congruence with respect to the choice operator we need to

introduce back the rate condition from Definition 23.

Definition 27. Let Sys∈C be a model component serving as context. A binary relation

R
[4]
Sys is a spatial bisimulation over model components if, and only if, (P,Q) ∈ R

[4]
Sys

implies there exists φ ∈ E(2) such that for all a ∈ Act and all locations L ∈ Loc

1. Ra(L,Sys,P) = Ra(φ(L),Sys,Q).

2. Ra(L, /0,P‖Sys) = Ra(φ(L), /0,Q‖Sys).

3. P‖Sys
a, /0−−→ P′ ‖Sys′ implies there exists Q′, Q‖Sys

a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖Sys′ and (P′,Q′) ∈
R

[4]
Sys′ .

4. Q‖Sys
a, /0−−→ Q′ ‖Sys′ implies there exists P′, P‖Sys

a, /0−−→ P′ ‖Sys′ and (P′,Q′) ∈
R

[4]
Sys′ .

The proofs for R
[4]
Sys defining an equivalence and being closed under taking unions

are almost identical to the ones given in the previous section and will not be recre-

ated here. We are going to define a spatial bisimilarity, denoted ∼∗Sys as the largest

bisimulation relation R
[4]
Sys.

Additionally we are going to need a well-formedness condition on PALOMA com-

ponents.
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Definition 28. A sequential component P is called well-formed if

1. for any two syntactically defined actions a and b of P we have ΠAct(a) 6=ΠAct(b).

2. any continuation component of P is well-formed.

This means that well-formed components will not have choice between the same

action type with the same label.

Example 13.

• P(`) def
= (α,r).P(`)+ (α,q).P(`) is not well-formed as there is choice between

spontaneous actions with identical labels.

• P(`) def
= (α,r).P(`)+(β ,q).P(`) for α 6= β is well-formed.

In the following we are going to restrict ourselves to considering model compon-

ents composed of well-formed sequential components. This will allow us to reason

about the observed exit rates in the following way.

Lemma 3. For well-formed sequential components P, Q, P+Q, and model component

Sys we have

Ra(L,P+Q,Sys) =

max{Ra(L,P,Sys),Ra(L,Q,Sys)} if ΠType(a) ∈ {!!, !,?, ·}

min{Ra(L,P,Sys),Ra(L,Q,Sys)} if ΠType(a) = ??

Proof. If a is a spontaneous action (ΠType(a)= ·) or a broadcast output action (ΠType(a)=

!) then it is clear that

Ra(L,P+Q,Sys) = Ra(L,P,Sys) = Ra(L,Q,Sys) = Ra(L, /0,Sys) (5.1)

as P, Q and P+Q taken as contexts for Sys will have no effect on how fast we observe

Sys performing action a.

Now consider the case where a is a broadcast input action (ΠType(a) =?). If neither

P nor Q have the relevant broadcast output action enabled then clearly Equation 5.1

holds again.

On the other hand if P has the corresponding output action enabled then we observe

a firing at a faster rate. This is due to the fact that in addition to broadcasting sequential

components in Sys we also have broadcast from component P. As P + Q is well-

formed then Q is not broadcasting. The same argument holds if we consider Q as
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the broadcasting component. Thus we can use function max to deal with the possible

cases.

The observed rate of a if ΠType(a) = !! is only affected by whether there are listen-

ers in the system. Thus the contribution from P+Q can again be represented by the

max function as only one of P and Q may have the relevant input action enabled.

In the case of a being a unicast input action we have the opposite situation as the

context P+Q can potentially add another listener competing for the relevant unicast

message. In particular, if P can also perform a then the observed rate Ra(L,P+Q,Sys),

where P+Q is a well-formed component, is Ra(L,P,Sys). This however is smaller than

the rate Ra(L,Q,Sys) as P is now also competing for the unicast messages that are sent

out by sequential components in Sys. Similarly for Q having a enabled.

Definition 3 allows us to prove the following lemma about the choice operator for

well-formed components.

Lemma 4. Let S1(`1),S2(`2) ∈ CS be sequential components such that S1(`1) ∼∗Sys

S2(`2), then for well-formed components S1(`1)+T (`) and S2(`2)+T (`) we have

S1(`1)+T (`)∼∗Sys S2(`2)+T (`)

Proof. Sequential components in PALOMA are defined over a single location and thus

S1(`1) and S2(`2) are restricted to having the same location by T (`). This means

that S1(`) and S2(`) are bisimilar via the identity isometry. For an action a such that

ΠType(a) = {!!, !,?, ·} we have the following

Ra(L, /0,(S1(`)+T (`))‖Sys)

= Ra(L,(S1(`)+T (`)),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,(S1(`)+T (`)))

= Ra(L,(S1(`)+T (`)),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S1(`))+Ra(L,Sys,T (`))

= max{Ra(L,S1(`),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S1(`)),

Ra(L,T (`),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S1(`))}+Ra(L,Sys,T (`))
S1(`1)∼∗SysS2(`2)

= max{Ra(L, /0,S2(`)‖Sys),Ra(L,T (`),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S2(`))}

+Ra(L,Sys,T (`))

= max{Ra(L,S2(`),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S2(`)),

Ra(L,T (`),Sys)+Ra(L,Sys,S2(`))}+Ra(L,Sys,T (`))

= max{Ra(L,S2(`),Sys),Ra(L,T (`),Sys)}

+Ra(L,Sys,S2(`))+Ra(L,Sys,T (`))

= Ra(L, /0,(S2(`)+T (`))‖Sys))
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We have used the property

max(a,b)+ c = max(a+b,b+ c)

Note that the same property holds for the min function and thus the above works for

ΠType(a) = ?? with function max replaced with min. For the derivatives we note that

the set of actions (S1(`)+T (`))‖Sys can perform is exactly the union of actions S1(`)‖
Sys and T (`) ‖ Sys can perform. Thus if there is a transition (S1(`)+T (`)) ‖ Sys

a, /0−−→
(S1(`)+T (`))′ ‖Sys′ then, as we are dealing with well-formed components, there are

two cases

(S1(`)+T (`))′ =

S′1(`
′)

T ′(`′)

In both cases there exists a matching transition of (S2(`)+T (`))‖Sys due to S1(`)∼Sys

S2(`) by the assumption and T (`)∼Sys T (`) by reflexivity.

In conclusion, we have found that when considering closed systems we can con-

struct a bisimulation-like equivalence that behaves well with respect parallel composi-

tion. For the prefix combinator we could quite easily find a counter-example showing

that currently defined equivalences will not be preserved by the combinator. We could

solve this by strengthening the bisimulation relations even further by requiring the

components to be bisimilar with respect to all possible context systems in PALOMA.

As discussed in Chapter 4 this would lead to a much stricter equivalence than the ones

discussed in this chapter. We also found that the defined bisimilarity∼∗Sys can be shown

to be preserved by the choice operator if the extra well-formedness conditions are im-

posed on PALOMA components. Namely, we prohibit choice between actions with

the same name — that is type as well as label.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we are going to summarise the main results of this project. We are also

going to give a brief evaluation of the defined bisimulation-like equivalence relations

from the point of view of model comparison and reduction, as well as discuss some

possible further research directions.

6.1 Summary

PALOMA language was introduced in its current form in [10] where the emphasis

was on the fluid analysis of CTMCs. The paper gave population-level semantic rules

for generating a model in the Multi-message Multi-class Markovian Agents Model

framework [6] which were used to generate CTMCs on population counts of agents at

each location. This approach lent itself well to fluid-approximations of the behaviour

of systems.

In order to have a rigorous foundation for bisimulation definitions we have intro-

duced the new agent level semantics in the FuTSs framework [7]. We have given an

example of applying the defined semantics to construction of a derivation graphs and

a CTMC, and the subsequent calculation of performance measures.

In Chapter 5 we presented several bisimulation relations of PALOMA models

which allow us to abstract away explicitly defined locations and consider relative loc-

ations of components instead. The idea was to work over the Euclidean plane and use

the properties of isometries of the Eucliden plane to argue about the relative structure

of the system. To deal with context dependence we have defined a bisimilarity ∼Sys

with respect to a given context system Sys. The relation was consistent with the idea

of being able to swap out components for bisimilar ones in the systems that we are

48
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interested in. The refinement of ∼Sys denoted ∼∗Sys was also shown to be preserved

by the choice operator if the set of sequential component under study was restricted

to ones with not unicast communication capabilities. The definitions and analysis in

Chapters 4 and 5 were supported by examples and counter-examples.

6.2 Evaluation and further work

The semantics presented in Chapter 3 seem to be suitable for generation of numer-

ical models in terms of CMTCs of systems described in PALOMA. The set of labels

chosen, however, loses some information about the actions being performed. Namely,

the labels only reflect whether there was a communication failure through the action

rates. In the case of broadcast communication that does not require there to be any

available listeners in the system the labels do not give any information about which

agents were part of the communication. This becomes an issue when we want to

define equivalence relations directly in terms of the transition system as the connection

between syntactic definitions of components and their transition relations becomes less

clear.

The bisimilarities ∼Sys and ∼∗Sys we arrived at in Chapter 5 were shown to have

the basic algebraic properties to make them theoretically meaningful in the context

of model comparison and component substitution. The construction of those rela-

tions were supported by non-trivial examples. However, in order to be able to show

substitution properties of the defined relations the bisimulation definitions had to be

strengthened to consider the entire behaviour of closed systems rather than just the

behaviour of individual components under study. That is, in order to say that two com-

ponents are equivalent in some context system the scenarios where the components

are composed in parallel with the context have to behave equivalently. This is a very

strong requirement as the full derivation graphs of both scenarios would have to be

constructed in full detail.

The bisimulation ∼∗Sys was found to be preserved by the choice operator in restric-

ted cases. In particular, we prohibit choice between actions with same type and label.

Note that from a modelling perspective this is a reasonable assumption to make as we

are getting rid of redundancy when describing the actions available to a component.

Whether or not the given relations give rise to significant model reductions remains

a topic for further work. However due to the complexity of PALOMA language it

will be difficult to find non-trivial alternative implementations of components. The
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difficulty stems from the large number of different parameters that need to be tracked

as well as the way agents communicate in PALOMA.

Finally, we would like to note that only equivalence stemming from bisimulation as

described in [21] were considered. Alternative notions of equivalence like trace equi-

valence from automata theory as well as strong equivalence as defined for PEPA [15]

could also be considered in the future.
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